LF-VLF ionosphere reflection coefficients which illustrate t he d epe ndence of t he amplit ude and phase of the refl ected wave upon t he direc t ion of propagation relative to the di rcct ion of t he earth's magnetic fi e ld a re presented. The calculatio ns arc based on a plane , sharpl y bounded, model ionosphere wit h plane wave excitatio n, but e mploy full use of t he magneto-ionic formulas for co mplex direction s of propagation in t he ionosphere s uch t hat t he influence of the earth's m agnetic fi eld in t he differen t d irections of p rop agation is de monstrated . A special table of valu os applicable to VLF is presented.
Introduction
The classical magneto-ionic theory implies a dependence of the electromagnetic waves on the direction of propagation relative to the direction of the earth's magnetic field.
The application of t he classical magneto-ionic theory to the evaluation of 10 v1-and very-low-radiofrequen cy reflection coefficien ts for a sharply bounded model ionosphere by using ft rl assumed electro n equation of motion, together with lvfax well's equations was investigated in a previous paper [1) . 2 The importance of the orientation of th e earth 's magnetic field vector, H m , was discussed in consider· able detail, and the effect of various orientations of the vector (relative to the direction of propagation ) on the precise value of the reflection coefficien twas noted. This p aper further pursues th e subj ect of " directional effects" at low-and very-Iow-radiofrequencies. The forces acting on the electron in the ionosphere excited by an electromagnetic fi eld are describ ed by an electron equation of motion, Johler et al. [1] (1960) . A particular term of this equation Moe(V X H m) called the "Lorentz force, " Lorentz [2] (1906 ) relates the action of the earth's magnetic induction , MoH m, or an electron (charge e) traveling at a velocity, V, in a medium of permeability Mo, to the I direction of propagation. This dependen ce upon direction of propagation causes some interesting and predictable phenomena in the low and very low part of the r adio spectrum.
The effect of the collision frequency, 11, on the magnitude of abnormal components (i.e., electricmagnetic coupling coefficients, T em, T me) is also investigated. A large angle of inciden ce, <p i= 80°, 82°, is considered and the resultan t in tensities of both
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where subscripts i and T refer to incident and reflected waves, respectively. Expressions for these coefficients were developed in the previous paper [1] . In addition to the geometric parameters, figure 1 the reflection coefficient is completely defined by the magnetic intensity F1",= IH",I gauss, the electron density N(el/cm 3 ) , and the collision frequency v(c/s) .
Discussion
A comparison of the reflection coefficients of the model ionosphere, I Teel, I Tem\ and phase, arg Tee, arg Tem, figure 2, and amplitude, I Tmml, I Tn" I and phase, arg Tmm, arg Tme, figure 3, for north-east propagation, magnetic azimuth, <Pa= 45°, with the corresponding reflection coefficients for south-west propagation, magnetic azimuth, <Pa= 225° is illustn~,ted.. It is quite e~ident that a nOllI'~ciprocity eXIsts l~ t he 'propagatIOn (i.e. , the expected value of field llltenslty would not be the same if transmitter and receiver were interchanged), since neither normal nor abnormal components are precisely the same in both directions except at zero frequency. Indeed, the discrepancy is appreciable not only at LF( <300 kc/s) but also at VLF( < 30 kc/s).
The effect of the msgnetic azimuth, cf>a, (reckoned (eastward propagatlOn) IS conSIderably greater than the corresponding reverse direction cf>a = 270° (westward propagation). '
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Propagation via the ionosphere at the magnetic equator, 1 = 0, tables 3 1, 5, 9, 13, 17, exhibit small Thus, at the "magnet,i . c eq uator " , 1 = 0, the only nom:eciprocity in tbe propagation along the magnetic meridian is as might be exp ected, a phase shif t of 7r in the abnormal co mpon ents as each abnor mal compon en t van ishes at precisely eastward or westward propagation.
Propagation from t he model ionos pherc at the magnetic north pole, 1 = 90°, tables 4, 8, 12, 16, as might be expected , is indep endent of the rnagMtic azimuth, 4>a. A value, 4>a = O, was co mputed at all frequen cies, j = 10-22 kc/s a nd a valu e, 4>a = 240° at j = 10 k c/s served as a check on th e co mputation . The b ehavior of the propagation in the vicinity of the magn etic nor th pole, 1 = 84.270° is illustrated , tables 3,7, 11 , 15 .
Propagation from the model ionosphere in "temper'ate" m agnetic latitudes, 1 = 45°, tables 2, 6, 10, 14, figures 4, 5, exhibit abnormal compon ents, T em, Tme, which ill general differ not only alon g th e m agn etic meridian, but also at the varioll s values of magnetic azimuth, <Pa (0 to 360°). Although the normal componen ts, Tee, Tmm, in the north-south , <Pa= 180°, and th e south-north , <Pa = O, direction (i.e., along a magnetic meridian) are identical , the propagation does not exhibit a precise reciprocity since the abnormal components, T el", T",e, are not identical in these directions. However , r eciprocity [or propagation along a magnetic m eridian can b e considered to be an approximately valid concept if the collision frequency, v, and angle of incidence, cPt, are sufficiently great such that the abnormal components, Tern, Tme, become quite small. Indeed, the large values of the angle of incidence, CP i= 82°, employed in the calculations for the tables tended, in conjunction with the high collision frequency, v= 2 (10 7 ), to reduce greatly the abnormal components.
The intensity of the abnormal component propagated from the ionosphere excited by a vertically polarized transmitter, I Teml, has special interest at LF,j= 100 kc/s, figure 5. The eastward propagation, CPa"" 90°, from a vertically polarized transmitter :provides a dominant vertically polarized field,
[Teel, at the receiver; whereas, westward propagation, CPa ",,270°, from a vertically polarized transmitter can under certain conditions (see fig. 5 specifications) provide a dominant horizontally polarized field, I Teml (abnormal component) at the receiver. In practice, it is n ecessary to consider the influence of the displacement and conduction currents in the ground which can indeed discriminate between horizontal and vertical polarization in such a manner as to obscure the ionosphere phenomen a described.
Conclusions
The propagation of low-and very-Iow-radio-56 frequency waves reflected by the ionosphere is indeed dependent upon the "Lorentz force" on the electron, and hence is dependent upon the direction of propagation relative to the direction of the earth's magnetic field vector in the region of tb e ionosphere in which the reflection occurs. The intensity of the abnormal components is dependent upon the values of the various parameters (such as N, v, H m, CPa, I , CPt) and in particular, the collision frequency, v, and the angle of incidence (distance) CPt are especially important in the determination of the precise value of the abnormal components. Precise reciprocity in the LF and VLF propagation (interchange of transmitter and receiver) can occur only at the magnetic north or south pole, I = ± 90°. Otherwise, the propagation is dependent upon the direction, CPa, and in general the intensities become greatest in an eastward i direction, CPa '"'-'gOo. Furthermore, it is conceivable at low frequencies, if the influence on the ground can be neglected or separated from this consideration, that the horizontally polarized component excited by a vertically polarized transmitter can approach in magnitude and even exceed the vertically polarized component in the case of westward propagation, whereas it would appear that the corresponding eastward propagation would exhibit a dominant vertical I polarization. 
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